
Teacher’s Notes

World Instruments

Fluent Level 15

Literacy Connections
134 words (including title, not contents and index)

Reading Skills: 
Reading, using an awareness of sentence construction
Reading for meaning
Using a variety of strategies when decoding unknown words

Decoding Skills
High Frequency Words: people, make, very, this, man, girl, with
Blends:  “bl” – blow, blowing

“th” – this, they, these, the, with
“st” – steel, states

Text Features:  labels on maps, text boxes, headings, contents page, index page 

Content Connections
• Music – different kinds of instruments

– the cultural significance of music
• World geography – mapping
• People in different places express themselves in different ways:

- similarities and differences
- comparisons and contrasts

Content Words: 
music, instruments, bagpipes, steel drums, saxophone, panpipes, sitar, didgeridoo, blowing, banging, Scotland, West Indies,
United States of America, Peru, India, Australia

Suggested Activities
• Use the text features in this book as examples the children can model in their own work.
• Using the activity sheet, check comprehension and the correct use of the contents page.
• Discuss how the parts of the book work together to give readers greater knowledge, e.g. the words contain information, the

picture contains information and the map gives other information.
• Using the simple model of presentation on page 11, set the students a similar research “project” to do themselves.
• Focus on the backgrounds of each page. Encourage the students to find out why the designer used those particular patterns

for each page. Report their findings back to the group.
• Locate tracks featuring the instruments and listen to how these instruments sound.
• Have musicians visit the classroom. Experience the sound of their instruments and their playing.
• Listen to a range of music from around the world.
• Brainstorm ideas about when and where we use music. Highlight the pictures where the musicians are wearing traditional

clothing or costumes.


